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There is a strong demand towards livestock for high quality products and services while limiting the impact 
on the environment. That goes for different management systems as outdoor for which consumer expectation 
is high. Decision Support Tools (DST) are therefore needed to achieve various food production and other 
agricultural resources, as manure. This synthesis aim is to highlight the potential of Near and Mid-Infrared 
Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIRS and MIRS) as tool for enhancing the value of livestock systems. NIRS 
and MIRS are non-destructive technologies that estimate simultaneously several parameters as chemical 
composition, nutritive value of various products, feeding characteristics (digestibility, intake), animal 
physiological status (pregnancy), detection of metabolic disorders (acidosis, mastitis) or enteric greenhouse 
gas emission (GES). A lot of products can be analysed by IRS: forages and feeds, effluents, faeces, milk, 
meat. All spectral information can be used in qualitative and quantitative ways to develop DST able to 
improve livestock system sustainability, herd management in regard to diet and animal welfare, to select 
efficient animals and this, for various animal species. Many developments are underway to merge databases 
of several research centres. So, NIRS is used to predict forage chemical composition; to estimate, from 
faeces analysis, parameters reflecting diet feeding value, in tropical and temperate areas. MIRS analysis of 
milk is another example of pooling databases for dairy system management. Prediction of new parameters 
as GES production from milk analysis and performances of livestock grazing on natural areas are studied. 
These examples illustrate the potential of NIRS and MIRS for the development of effective DST.
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Data about the nutritional aspects of feed are systematically obtained in laboratories. Some initiatives 
are collecting them into large databases, but this information is highly variable, so data pre-processing is 
essential to ensure reliable results. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the performance of various 
methods regarding 2 aspects of pre-processing: outliers and missing data. A database containing nutritional 
data on roughly 18,000 alfalfa samples was used. Several methods, both univariate and multivariate, were 
examined for detecting outliers: Z-score, Chauvenet’s, regression residuals, principal components, adjusted 
Wilks’ and Local Outlier Factor. Detected outliers were traced and characterized. Various methods for 
handling missing data were tested as well, both deletion methods (listwise and pairwise) and imputation 
methods, univariate (mean substitution) and multivariate (regression imputation, Expectation-Maximization 
and Data Augmentation). Such evaluation was based in the comparison of the outputs obtained from 
a reference complete dataset with the outputs obtained from 4 simulated incomplete datasets: 2 types 
of missing data (at random and not at random) × 2 loss intensities (1/3 and 2/3). There were important 
differences in the number and type of outliers detected by different methods. Such tests did not allow 
discrimination between outliers and errors, but a heuristic approach based on several methods enabled certain 
recurring error patterns to be identified. This information could be used to design ad hoc routines for error 
detection. Relating missing data, imputation methods were found to perform better than deletion methods, 
both in terms of maximizing information use and minimizing bias. The importance of the differences among 
the evaluated methods depended on the type of missing data.
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